
Advent 2 - Curriculum Overview – Year 2

Subject Curriculum Overview

English Rwi Recapping all sounds learnt so far. Children will be grouped to
continue learning/securing sound knowledge and using this
knowledge to read and write about different fiction and non fiction
RWi texts.

Spelling Learning how to spell topic words, homophones and Common
Exception Words used in Year 2

Grammar Recapping and securing writing in sentences and identifying the
different types of sentences. Knowing what  nouns , proper nouns,
adjectives  are and using them accurately in sentences.

Maths number, Place Value
and addition and
subtraction

Different addition and subtraction strategies and applying
knowledge.
2d and 3d shapes

Multiplication Tables This term, the focus will be consolidating  10, 2, 5 multiplication
tables and learning 3 x tables for a times table assessment.

RE Baptism
Judasim
Advent

Signs and symbols
Shabbat
Advent- Preparing for the birth of Jesus

ART/DT Santa’s Teddy needs
a chair

planning, designing, making, testing and evaluating a chair for Santa's
bear.

GEOGRAPHY Weather and the
seasons

Locating countries around the world and investigating weather in a
different country. What are the seasons and which season are we in
and the features of this season and the other seasons.

IT Creating Media Digital photography. Being safe online
Music How Does Music

Teach Us about the
Past?

Focus on dynamics and tempo

PE Linking Linking movements and balances from Advent 1. Adding rolls and

apparatus. Practising and demonstrating sequences. Performing to

others.

PSHE Friendships Getting on and falling out
Science Materials How materials can change-bend, stretch and twist

SEAL Circle time Restorative Practise; Revisiting what restorative practise is, Working
together and sharing thoughts and memories about ourselves,
including; How I feel when I fall out with a friend. Dealing with
different emotions. Something I have done that makes me proud of
myself. How I can make someone happy today.


